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Chapter 4 

The Product Provider

In Chapter 3, we introduced four services-strategy profiles that are common 
within product companies. In the last chapter, we explored the services-

strategy profile for product companies that must deliver a high degree of pro-
fessional services to enable their product. These solution providers often exist 
in emerging markets where technologies are not yet mature and customers 
are just beginning the adoption process. However, markets do migrate from 
emerging to high growth where customer volume increases dramatically. Large 
product markets are fertile ground for the next services-strategy profile we will 
explore: the product provider. Indeed, this is perhaps one of the most desired 
services-strategy profiles—desired by product executives that have little interest 
in building services capabilities. This chapter takes a deep dive into when the 
product-provider profile applies and how key services-strategy parameters are 
typically set for this profile. 

PRODUCT-PROVIDER LITMUS TESTS

This services-strategy profile is well suited for companies with fast-
growing product sales and a robust service partner environment—the 
desired end game for almost every product company. However, as previ-
ously emphasized, the appropriate services-strategy profile is driven not just by 
management team desire but also by the maturity of the product set and the 
requirements of the marketplace being served. Understanding what services-
strategy profile is truly the best fit for a company is a complex management 
dialogue and decision process. As introduced in the previous chapter, there are 
three tools that can be used to start that management dialogue.

Some Simple Questions

Perhaps the management team answered the questions for the solution-
 provider litmus test and quickly determined this is not the services strategy 
the company wants to pursue. If that is the case, the team can individually 
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answer the 12 questions outlined in Table 4-1 related to the role of profes-
sional  services and company success. As mentioned in the previous chapter, for 
each services-strategy profile, we expect the strategy variables for the PS orga-
nization to be set a little differently. The strategy surrounding professional 
services provides significant insight into the overarching services strategy of 
the company.

If a majority of the management team comfortably answered 9 to 12 of these 
questions with a resounding “yes,” then the company is most likely executing 
a product-provider services strategy. The information provided in this chap-
ter will provide strong guidance regarding the optimization of that services 

Table 4-1 Product-Provider Alignment Questions

 Question for the Management Team YES NO

 1.  Are PS revenues less than 10% of total company 
revenues?  

 2.  Are PS revenues less than 25% of the total deal 
when professional services and products are 
sold together?   

 3.  Are product revenues growing faster than PS 
revenues?  

 4.  Does the PS organization in your company exist 
primarily to make sure product sales are successful?  

 5.  Do sales reps, with the support of sales management, 
often discount professional services to ensure a 
product sale?  

 6.  Does executive management become concerned if 
professional service revenues are growing faster 
than product revenues?   

 7.  Is professional services encouraged to send service 
opportunities to service partners?  

 8.  Is there a dedicated sales force selling professional 
services?  

 9.  Does our company prefer to defer prime 
responsibility for large integration projects to 
service partners?   

10.  Are PS hiring decisions made by the regional 
manager that is responsible for the overall 
profitability of the region (products + services)?   

11.  Is a product dollar worth much more than a PS 
dollar to our company?  

12.  Does professional services spend a great deal of 
time with customers that are not in a buying cycle?  
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strategy. If there was a large disparity in some of the answers from manager to 
manager, the team is not aligned around executing a product-provider strategy 
and this chapter should be used to better understand what it means to truly 
execute this profile.

Guiding Principles of Professional Services

A second tactic management teams can use to determine how closely they are 
aligned regarding services-strategy profile is to review the guiding principles of 
the PS organization. The following guiding principles would be very appropri-
ate for PS organizations within a product-provider strategy:

 l Professional services accelerates and deepens adoption of new com-
pany products into target industries.

 l Professional services enables customer referencability.

 l Professional services owns the development of service methodologies 
for implementing company technology.

 l Professional services owns the enablement of partners to deliver these 
service methodologies.

 l The success of professional services will be evaluated by customer 
reference rate, customer loyalty, and total customer spending with the 
company.

One of the guiding principles notably missing from this list is PS project 
profitability. A product provider may engage PS capabilities in many projects 
that experience poor services margins but result in large product sales. If the 
management team cannot agree on the guiding principles of professional ser-
vices, the services-strategy profile needs work. If the management team agreed 
upon guiding principles for professional services, but they look nothing like 
the ones listed above, the product-provider profile is most likely not the profile 
in play.

Product Maturity

A third tactic management teams can use to determine how closely they 
are aligned regarding services-strategy profile is to discuss the maturity of 
the product portfolio. Using Geoffrey Moore’s product-adoption life cycle 
once again, companies most suited to execute a product-provider services strat-
egy profile have a majority of revenues coming from new product sales, and 
product sales are growing at a healthy clip. These economic dynamics allow 
the company to fund discounted PS services with product-margin dollars. 
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Figure 4-1 documents the natural strike zone during the product-adoption 
life cycle when a product-provider service strategy makes sense. Companies 
can execute the product-provider profile a little left or right of this strike zone, 
but it is hard to use this profile if the company product portfolio is extremely 
immature or extremely mature.

Perhaps the company is not a classic product provider after all. Perhaps the 
company was a product provider but markets have matured and customer 
expectations changed. The worst scenario is confusion within the manage-
ment team regarding the services-strategy profile the company is attempting 
to execute. This framework should be used to provide clarity about where the 
management team is currently aligned or misaligned regarding key service 
strategy parameters and objectives. 

Special Cases

The litmus tests above are focused on the overarching, or aggregate, services-
strategy profile of the company. We are trying to define what the role of pro-
fessional services is in a majority of the go-to-market scenarios for company 
products. However, a product company may have a new product offering that 
requires intense PS involvement to drive adoption. In this case, the answers to 
some of the previous questions may be different: 

 l Professional services is much more than 25 percent of the total deal 
when this new product is sold.

 l No partners exist yet who are enabled to deliver the required PS 
 activities.

Figure 4-1 Product-Provider Strike Zone
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 l PS revenues are actually growing faster than the product revenues for 
this offering.

These special cases will always exist. It does not mean the company is chang-
ing its aggregate services-strategy profile. The clarifying question for the 
management team is simple: When this product matures, do we want to 
continue all of these PS activities, or do we want to enable partners and 
have professional services migrate back to its traditional product pro-
vider role? If the management team agrees the PS intensive role is tempo-
rary, the product-provider profile is still in play.

SERVICES-STRATEGY VARIABLE SETTINGS FOR THE PRODUCT 

PROVIDER

For each services strategy profile, we expect nine strategy variables related to 
the professional services business to be set a little differently. For example, the 
charter of a PS organization within a product provider is very different from 
the charter of PS within a solution provider. The same can be observed for 
financial targets and the services-partner strategy. This section overviews how 
product providers set these nine variables to maximize the impact of their PS 
business.

Charter, Business Model, and Financial Objectives

The first service strategy variable that a management team needs to review is 
the charter of the PS business. Every business function has a set of primary 
reasons for existing. For product companies, four primary reasons exist for 
having an internal professional services organization:

Service Revenues: The product company is looking for additional 
sources of top-line revenue growth.

Service Margins: The product company is looking for higher margin 
revenue sources in order to offset shrinking product margins.

Customer Satisfaction: The product company views services as a 
vehicle to improve customer satisfaction and protect account rela-
tionships.

Product Market Share: The product company would like to use 
value-added services to expand product sales. Services are used to 
accelerate the adoption of new products or to carry existing products 
into new vertical markets. 
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For product providers, the PS charter is weighted toward enabling 
product market share and improving customer satisfaction. Ranking 
the four reasons PS exists, where 4 is the most important factor, and 1 is the 
least important factor, product providers will have a charter that is weighted 
as shown in Figure 4-2. The figure contrasts the PS charter for product provid-
ers to that of the solution providers documented in the previous chapter. As 
can be seen, the charter of PS is almost polar opposite for these two services 
strategies.

After setting the charter, the management team should review the target 
financial business model of the PS organization. Of course, the business model 
should be 100 percent aligned with the charter. The Technology Professional 
Services Organization (TPSA) benchmarks PS business models and segments 
that data by services-strategy profile to understand what differences exist 
between services-strategy profiles. Figure 4-3 shows the business model for 
product providers compared to industry averages for the PS businesses within 
hardware and software companies. The figure also shows the performance of 
PS Pacesetters. These are the top 25 percent of PS organizations, in terms of 
financial performance, that have benchmarked with TPSA.

As can be seen, product providers have a tendency to invest more in ser-
vices engineering to develop service methodologies to drive product adoption 
through service partners. Product providers also have a tendency to exhibit 

Figure 4-2 PS Charter for Product Provider
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lower net operating income for professional services compared to industry 
averages. The key messages regarding the PS business model is that prod-
uct providers are expected to invest in activities that enable service part-
ners and keep large customers happy. These investments have financial 
consequences that manifest themselves in lower operating margins for 
the PS business. 

With the charter and target business model in place, the third strategy vari-
able to review is financial objectives. What are the growth expectations for the 
PS business? For product providers, the expectation is that PS revenues never 
grow faster than the product revenues. PS revenues may even grow more slowly 
than product revenues if service partners are being enabled to deliver more of 
the services required by the product customers. Figure 4-4 maps an expected 
strike zone for PS growth within a product-provider service strategy.

At this point, the management team has reviewed the charter of the PS 
organization, the financial business model, and the growth objectives. Clear 
definition surrounding the financial expectations of the PS business is now 
available. But where, specifically, will PS revenues come from? That is the focus 
of the next three strategy variables. 

Target Markets, Offerings, and Sales Channels 

With financial expectations set in the revenues pillar, the management team 
should now discuss where PS revenues will come from. This is the focus of the 
services pillar. 

Figure 4-3 Product-Provider PS Business Model
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The first strategy variable in this pillar is target markets. What custom-
ers will the PS function serve? For product providers, the market focus of 
 professional services is two-fold: strategic install base customers and stra-
tegic prospective customers. 

Remember, professional services is a small gear in the product-provider pro-
file. Resources are not infinite, so professional services must focus on a subset 
of accounts where ROI is high. As we know, it is much easier to sell upgrades 
to existing customers than to sell brand new technology to a customer that has 
never heard of you. How does the PS organization cover these four target mar-
kets? Professional services in the product-provider profile plays a four-
corner strategy. Professional services will focus on the edge of all four 
markets, driving product adoption in the most strategic opportunities. 
However, product providers will focus PS capabilities on the most difficult 
customer engagements, where the supporting partner environment may not 
be in place. This means PS activities within a product provider will be weighted 
toward new customers attempting to adopt new company products. Figure 4-5 
documents where product providers should prioritize direct PS engagement.

The second variable in the services pillar concerns target offerings. For 
product providers, we expect the focus to be on implementation, light 
integration, and technology consulting. Intense customer integration 
projects will be pushed to system integrators as will extensive business 
domain consulting. The contrast between the services offerings of solution 
providers and those of product providers is documented in Table 4-2.

Product providers will provide services that are applicable earlier in the 
customer-engagement life cycle, and then they will back off to allow service 

Figure 4-4 Target Growth Rate for PS in a Product Provider
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Figure 4-5 Market Focus of PS in a Product Provider

Table 4-2 Product-Provider Services Offerings

Services Type Tagline Solution Product

  Provider Provider

Support Services Paid to support your product 3 3

Education Services Paid to teach about your product 3 3

Implementation Paid for what you do with your product 3 3

Services 

Integration Services Paid for what you do with other 
 people’s products 3 

Technology  Paid for what you know about the technology. 3 3

Consulting 

Business Domain  Paid for what you know about the business
Consulting impact of the technology 3 

Managed Services Paid to operate 3 

Outsourcing Services Paid to own  

Third-Party Support Paid to support other people’s products  
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partners to execute the larger service activities. But keep in mind the product 
provider is never capturing a significant portion of the total service oppor-
tunity occurring around product sales. Figure 4-6 provides a logical view of 
where the product provider is engaging the customer with direct service offer-
ings and what portion of the total service opportunity is being captured by the 
product provider vs. by services partners. Figure 4-7 provides the comparison 
in customer engagement between product providers and solution providers.

Figure 4-6 Product-Provider Direct Customer Engagement

Figure 4-7 Product-Provider Engagement vs. Other Profiles
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The final variable in the services pillar concerns sales channels. How are PS 
offerings sold by a product provider? To sell their professional services, prod-
uct companies can turn to several channels:

Product Sales Force: The current sales force that is responsible for 
selling the product.

Overlay Service Sales Force: Specialist hired to augment the product 
sales force and focus on selling the PS portfolio.

Product Channel Partners: Partners that are selling the product 
could be offered incentives to sell the PS offerings of the company as 
well.

Service Partners: System integrators could be encouraged to sell the 
PS capabilities of the product company as part of a large solution.

For product providers, the preferred sales channel for direct PS engage-
ments is the product sales force. Since the company is not attempting to 
expand PS revenues, investing in enabling other sales channels makes little 
sense. The direct product sales force will be used to position direct PS capa-
bilities in strategic account opportunities. Figure 4-8 documents this sales 
channel preference. 

The target markets, target offerings, and preferred sales channels have now 
been reviewed for the PS business strategy. This provides a solid baseline for 
where the company expects PS service revenues to come from. But we have not 
discussed how product providers deliver their service portfolio. 

Figure 4-8 Product-Provider Service Sales Channels
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Core Skills, Partners, and Scalability 

The final pillar of a mature services strategy concerns skills. How will the 
company source the skills required to execute the PS business? To frame this 
conversation, we use the PS hourglass model that defines seven key skills sets 
involved in managing a PS business within a product company:

Product Account Reps1. : The largest direct sales force employed 
by the product company.

Service Sales Reps2. : An overlay sales force specializing in selling 
the professional services portfolio.

Practice Managers3. : Senior managers responsible for the profit 
and loss management of the PS business.

Solution Architects4. : The senior technical consultants that are 
able to review customer business requirements and translate 
them into a recommended technology solution.

Resource Managers5. : The management layer responsible for 
sourcing sold PS engagements. 

Project Managers, Technical Architects6. : Senior delivery 
resources required to deliver PS engagements. 

Technical Specialists7. : Delivery resource required to deliver PS 
engagements.

For the product provider, the focus is on the solution architects and senior 
consultants that live in the middle of the PS hourglass. Figure 4-9 highlights 
the positions that are core to the product provider. 

After understanding what skills are core to the execution of the PS strategy, 
a management team must consider how it will leverage partners. Product pro-
viders are expected to be extremely partner friendly. For product providers, 
service partners not only provide staff to augment service engagements booked 
by the product company, but these service partners are the primary vehicle for 
delivering the PS services required when products are sold. This leads to the 
final strategy variable of scalability and resourcing strategy. 

Five natural pools of resources can be used to deliver a PS organization’s 
service offerings:

Direct Local Resources1. : These are PS consultants employed 
directly by the product company and residing locally, close to 
customer engagement sites.
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Corporate Practice Resources2. : These are PS consultants that 
have hard-to-find, specialized skills. They are leveraged across 
multiple geographies.

Centralized Solution Center Resources3. : These are delivery 
resources that can be leveraged to deliver portions of a PS engage-
ment without being on the customer site. These resources are 
typically clustered where labor costs are lower. 

Local Delivery Partners4. : These are service-delivery partners that 
are identified and engaged by an individual country or specific 
region.

Global Delivery Partners5. : These are service-delivery partners 
that are identified, selected, and enabled at a global level. 

The management team must decide what combination of these direct and 
indirect resources will be employed to scale the delivery capabilities of profes-
sional services. In the product-provider profile, the ultimate key to service 
scalability is partner enablement. The product provider wants to mini-
mize the reliance on direct resources. So, with product providers, a majority 
of all the PS activity required to integrate a company product will be delivered 
by the partner environment. This reality is reflected in the example target 
delivery mix for a product provider represented in Figure 4-10. This diagram 
reflects the fact that product providers will rely on external service partners to 
deliver a majority of the PS activity required to integrate company products.

Figure 4-9 Core PS Skills for the Product Provider
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For the PS activity delivered directly, the product provider is always looking 
for ways to leverage hard-to-find technical skills by establishing both corporate 
practices and centralized solution centers. Figure 4-11 shows a recommended 
resource mix for the PS engagements delivered directly by the product pro-
vider. Table 4-3 provides the data for Figures 4-10 and 4-11.

Figure 4-10 Resource Mix for All PS Activity

Figure 4-11 Resource Mix for PS Engagements Delivered Directly
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE PRODUCT PROVIDER

After reviewing the nine service strategy variables and how we would expect 
them to be set for a product provider, it would be worthwhile to spend a little 
time on organizational structure. For every embedded PS organization, four 
fundamental organizational design decisions must be optimized:

Where does global leadership PS report?1. 

Where does local, or geographic-specific, PS leadership report?2. 

Who makes decisions on local PS hiring? 3. 

Where does the overlay PS sales organization report?4. 

TPSA has conducted organizational structure surveys. From these surveys, 
we can observe the common organizational structure for product providers 
and why these structures exist:

 l Global PS leadership report to the head of global sales, the head of 
all global services, or a CXO executive. It is not recommended for PS 
management to report to the head of customer support, but that does 
occasionally occur.

 l Local geographic PS management report hard line to the local coun-
try manager and dotted line to global PS management. Companies 
do this to maintain tight alignment within countries. Product-centric 
companies have a tendency to be geo-centric in their management 
structure and power base. It is difficult for the relatively small PS 
organization to buck this reality.

Table 4-3 Target Resourcing Mixes for the Product Provider

 % TOTAL PS Revenues % DIRECT PS Revenue

 Delivered by Resource Delivered by Resource

 Pool Pool

Direct Local 5% 30%

Corporate Practice 5% 30%

Solution Center 5% 30%

Global Partners 30% 5%

Local Partners 55% 5%

 100% 100%
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 l Country managers make the final decision on what PS staff are hired 
within the country. The country managers have ultimate responsibil-
ity for the profit and loss of their region. Professional services is a 
shadow profit and loss statement against these geo-centric profit and 
loss statements. 

 l There is no PS-specific sales organization in play.

Putting this all together, professional services in a product provider is often 
structured as shown in Figure 4-12. We know that this organizational structure 
has limitations in scaling PS capabilities and supporting PS-intensive product 
offerings on a consistent, global basis. However, for product pro viders, these 
limitations are worth the benefits of keeping a closed loop between country 
managers and PS staff.

THE ECONOMIC ENGINE OF THE PRODUCT PROVIDER

At this point, we have reviewed the product-provider service strategy in detail. 
But how does this profile play out regarding company economics? Once again, 
companies with the product-provider profile are focused on getting as much 
product into the market as they possibly can. Organizations inside these 
companies race frantically to rapidly scale product sales. The time it takes 
to bring a product-to-market is a critical success factor. Product providers 
are all about speed: Speed of the product. Speed to market. Speed to the 
next release. This intense focus on product sales is justified due to the 

Figure 4-12 PS Organizational Structure in a Product Provider
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immense portion of company revenues attributed to product sales. The 
ramification is that product providers have very little total company revenue 
coming from professional services: anywhere from 1 to 10 percent. Figure 4-13 
documents the typical revenue mix for a product provider. 

As can be seen in the product-provider profile, the largest gear in the eco-
nomic engine is always product. Product revenues will typically represent 
over 60 to 80 percent of total company revenues with the remaining revenue 
streams composed of mostly support services and a sprinkling of PS activity. 
The product is also the economic gear that typically is used to start the conver-
sation with the customer, as indicated by the red arrow in the above graph. The 
product provider leads with the feature functionality of the product offerings 
and is typically selling to a product specialist in the customer organization.

Example Product Providers 

So what product companies execute a product-provider service strategy? This 
strategy is very common among companies that are selling hardware that is 

Figure 4-13 Economic Engine of the Product Provider
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flying off of the shelves. However, some software companies have adopted and 
maintained this strategy profile. Table 4-4 provides a snapshot of the revenue 
mix for six companies that have executed a product-provider services strategy. 
This table references public data available from the company and compares 
product revenues to all service revenues. Very few product companies break 
out the individual revenue streams for support services and PS revenues. How-
ever, it is a safe assumption that a majority of the service revenue being experi-
enced by these companies in these snapshots is related to support services, not 
project-based professional services. 

Apple is a well-documented company in the world of consumer technology 
with a minor footprint in enterprise technology. In the 2007 annual report, 
Apple lumps all service revenues with software sales so it impossible to deter-
mine exactly how much revenue Apple obtains from support and professional 
services. However, it is clear PS activities are minimal for the company. Growth 
in 2007 service revenues were attributed to an increase in the sales of customer 
care packages. 

Autodesk is a company that provides autocad software used in designing 
products from cars to the bridges they cross. Service revenues from main-

Table 4-4 Example Product Providers

Company Data Total Net Income % Revenue % Revenue

Name Source Annual % from from ALL

  Revenues  Products Services

Apple 10-K,
 Sept. 9,  $24B 14.6% >94% <6%
 2007

Autodesk 10-K,
 March 28,  $2.1B 16% 75% 25%
 2008

Cisco 10-K,
 Sept. 18,  $34.9B 20.9% 84.4% 15.6%
 2007

HP 10-K,
 Dec. 18,  $104B 7% 84% 16%
 2007

salesforce.com 10-K,
 Feb. 29,  $.749B 2.4% 91% 8%
 2008

Sun 
Microsystems 10-K,
 Sept. 27,  $11.7B 13.7% 86.1% 13.9%
 1999
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tenance represent 25 percent of total company revenues. All other service 
 revenues were lumped in with license sales. The report stated the sales of ser-
vices, training, and support included in “License and other” are immaterial for 
all periods presented.

Cisco is the industry-dominant provider of networking gear for both enter-
prise and consumer customers. Cisco does not segment the amount of revenue 
coming from maintenance vs. from project-based professional services. How-
ever, with total service revenues less than 16 percent of total company rev-
enues, it is clear professional services are not a large gear in the Cisco economic 
engine.

Hewlett Packard is a $100 billion technology behemoth that provides every-
thing from PCs to high-end services. Categorizing HP as a product provider 
strikes many in the industry as odd. After all, HP offers outsourcing and exten-
sive integration services. HP is managing a multi-billion dollar service busi-
ness. Also, the company bought out systems integrator EDS in 2008. These 
points are true, yet we must pull back the lens and ascertain where HP makes 
its money. It is clear that a majority of HP’s top-line revenue and bottom-line 
profits come from servers and storage and printers—not outsourcing or inte-
gration projects. This economic reality makes the product-provider profile 
much more applicable to HP’s overall services strategy than any other profile 
we will document. Of course, HP has PS-intensive product offerings within its 
vast product portfolio. The reality that a company the size of HP must juggle 
several services-strategy profiles under the covers is a concept we will explore 
later in the book. Yet, to reiterate, HP has historically been a hard-core product 
provider. 

Salesforce.com shook the software industry in 1999 by offering on-demand 
software that was centrally hosted and did not require on-site implementation. 
What is interesting is that software-as-a-service (SAS) companies like salesforce.
com often assume a product-provider service strategy. Salesforce.com does not 
have a maintenance revenue stream; that is included in the product subscrip-
tion revenues. The 8 percent in service revenues is entirely attributed to PS and 
education activities. With the subscription model, the goal is to keep customi-
zation and integration to a minimum. The good news is this approach makes 
it much easier for customers to turn on the platform within their  business. 
The bad news for SAS providers is it makes it much easier for customers to 
turn off the platform as well. As the software-as-a-service model matures, I pre-
dict there will be more emphasis on providing professional  services that drive 
adoption and consumption of the platform. These new service activities will 
increase the percentage of revenue coming from professional services and may 
move companies like salesforce.com out of the product-provider profile. 
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Finally, we end this list of company examples with a snapshot of Sun Micro-
systems from 1999. With less than 14 percent of total company revenues com-
ing from all service activities, it is pretty clear Sun was a hard-core product 
provider in 1999. However, companies do change their revenue mixes and 
hence their services-strategy profiles. In 2007, services represented 37 percent 
of total company revenues. Professional and education services have blos-
somed to 8 percent of total company revenues. Chapter 8: Bridging the Ser-
vices Chasm will discuss this challenge of managing services strategy through 
shifting revenue mixes.

UNIQUE CHALLENGES AND KEY METRICS

Companies who desire to execute a product-provider services strategy should 
be well aware of the unique challenges that will present themselves within the 
PS business:

Keeping Partners Enabled 

As defined in the previous section, product providers are counting on a robust 
environment of services partners to deliver the bulk of PS activities surround-
ing product sales. For this strategy to become a reality, services partners must 
be enabled. That enablement comes through developing service-delivery meth-
odologies partners can execute and training those partners on those delivery 
methodologies. Professional services must fund and resource these critical 
partner enablement activities. 

Supporting PS-Intensive Product Offerings 

Product providers do not have immense embedded PS capabilities. However, 
as mentioned earlier in this chapter, product companies can launch new 
technologies that require intense PS engagement to drive initial adoption. 
And with new product launches, the service partner environment is rarely 
fully enabled to support customer needs. When this perfect storm occurs, the 
embedded PS organization will be called upon to help support early product 
adoption directly. This may require additional resources of both corporate and 
local delivery staff. 

Keeping PS Costs Contained 

The product provider must be ever diligent that PS expenses are not exceeding 
sales benefits. If the sales force becomes accustomed to having free, unbilled 
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technical resources available for both presales and postsales, management staff 
must track how much unbilled PS activity is occurring per region, per account 
type, and ideally, per sales rep, and possibly even per engagement or delivery 
manager. By quantifying this cost, management can avoid the pitfall of bal-
looning PS expenses that are not associated with any customer revenue. Every 
product provider, regardless of how lucrative product sales are, has a limit to 
the amount of unbilled PS activity that can occur before overall company prof-
its are impacted. 

Measuring Success 

With these common friction points in mind, companies executing this services-
 strategy profile should consider a set of success metrics that map to the stra-
tegic objectives of the PS function. Specifically, product providers should 
gravitate to the following metrics when evaluating the success of PS: 

Customer Satisfaction: Since professional services exists to drive 
product adoption and customer success, product providers will often 
attempt to quantify the impact of direct PS involvement on customer 
satisfaction with the company. This correlation analysis has had 
mixed success in the industry. 

Product Renewal: Instead of focusing on the impact of professional 
services on customer satisfaction, product providers analyze the 
impact of professional services on long-term product renewal behav-
iors. This analysis is by no means common in the industry, but there 
are examples of companies that have completed this analysis. 

Solution Maturity: To sell and deliver a technology PS engagement, 
tangible artifacts can support the effort (e.g., reference solution archi-
tectures and sample project plans). The concept of measuring solution 
maturity involves itemizing these artifacts and determining which 
artifacts are available for each solution in the PS solution portfolio. 
For example, if you believe there are 10 artifacts that can support a PS 
solution and you have 10 core service offerings, 100 artifacts would 
have to be documented to achieve 100 percent solution maturity. 

Size of Enabled Partner Environment: For the product provider, 
the size and quality of the partner environment is actually more 
important than the size of the internal PS organization. Tracking the 
number of service partners enabled and the quality of those service 
partners is a metric that often no one tracks. Yet, the ultimate success 
of the PS organization for a product provider could be solely judged 
by the ability for PS to teach service partners to implement and inte-
grate company products.
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Economic Impact Analysis: TPSA is developing a framework with 
member companies to help analyze the total economic impact PS 
activities have on company success. The technology industry, histori-
cally, has been very immature at assessing how professional services 
influences product renewal rates, product adoption, and total account 
spending. This is beginning to change. Conducting basic economic 
impact analysis can be a significant tactic in communicating the value 
of professional services, even when PS revenues are small and margins 
are mediocre. 

SUMMARY

The concept of the services-strategy profile provides a mechanism for executive 
teams to frame the overarching role and objectives of the professional service 
organization. When a company is considering the adoption of a product-
 provider service strategy profile, the following points should be considered:

Cost Implications1. : Can the company afford a product-provider 
profile? If PS revenues have exceeded 15 percent of total company 
revenues, this profile may no longer be economically viable.

Cost Containment2. : With this profile in play, management teams 
must make sure mechanisms are in place to track the amount of 
PS activity that is discounted or given away for free. No product 
company has infinite dollars to apply to free service activities.

The Right Metrics3. : With PS revenues and PS profitability a lower 
order concern for product providers, the executive management 
team and PS management team must define a set of nontradi-
tional PS metrics that can be used to measure the impact and 
success of the PS organization on overall company success.

We have now two services-strategy profiles under our belt. The contrast 
between these two profiles could not be more dramatic. But these are not the 
only two options on the table for product companies. There are two more 
common services strategies we have yet to explore. The next one should be very 
interesting to any product companies that find their core product markets 
maturing.


